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7s start FL- 

FLACCID ACCDFIL lacking firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure)) [adj] 

FLACKED ACDEFKL FLACK, to work as press agent [v] 

FLACONS ACFLNOS FLACON, small stoppered bottle [n] 

FLAGGED ADEFGGL FLAG, to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol) [v] 

FLAGGER AEFGGLR one that flags (to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol)) [n -S] 

FLAGMAN AAFGLMN one who carries flag [n -MEN] 

FLAGMEN AEFGLMN FLAGMAN, one who carries flag [n] 

FLAGONS AFGLNOS FLAGON, large bulging bottle [n] 

FLAILED ADEFILL FLAIL, to swing freely [v] 

FLAKERS AEFKLRS FLAKER, one that flakes (to peel off in flakes (flat, thin pieces)) [n] 

FLAKIER AEFIKLR FLAKEY, flaky (resembling flakes) [adj] / FLAKY [adj] 

FLAKILY AFIKLLY FLAKY, resembling flakes [adv] 

FLAKING AFGIKLN FLAKE, to peel off in flakes (flat, thin pieces) [v] 

FLAMBEE ABEEFLM flaming [adj] 

FLAMBES ABEFLMS FLAMBE, to douse with liqueur and ignite [v] 

FLAMENS AEFLMNS FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FLAMERS AEFLMRS FLAMER, one that flames (to burn brightly) [n] 

FLAMIER AEFILMR FLAMY, flaming [adj] 

FLAMING AFGILMN FLAME, to burn brightly [v] 

FLAMMED ADEFLMM FLAM, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

FLANEUR AEFLNRU idler (one that idles (to pass time idly)) [n -S] 

FLANGED ADEFGLN FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLANGER AEFGLNR one that flanges (to provide with protecting rim) [n -S] 

FLANGES AEFGLNS FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLANKED ADEFKLN FLANK, to be located at side of [v] 

FLANKEN AEFKLNN beef cut from sides that is boiled with vegetables [n FLANKEN] 

FLANKER AEFKLNR one that flanks (to be located at side of) [n -S] 

FLANNEL AEFLLNN to cover with flannel (soft fabric) [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

FLAPPED ADEFLPP FLAP, to wave up and down [v] 

FLAPPER AEFLPPR one that flaps (to wave up and down) [n -S] 

FLAREUP AEFLPRU sudden outbreak [n -S] 

FLARING AFGILNR FLARE, to burn with bright, wavering light [v] 

FLASHED ADEFHLS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLASHER AEFHLRS one that flashes (to send forth sudden burst of light) [n -S] 

FLASHES AEFHLSS FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLASKET AEFKLST small flask [n -S] 

FLATBED ABDEFLT type of truck or trailer [n -S] 

FLATCAP AACFLPT type of hat [n -S] 

FLATCAR AACFLRT railroad car without sides or roof [n -S] 

FLATLET AEFLLTT type of apartment [n -S] 

FLATTED ADEFLTT FLAT, to flatten (to make or become flat) [v] 

FLATTEN AEFLNTT to make or become flat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLATTER AEFLRTT FLAT, having smooth or even surface [adj] / to praise excessively [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLATTIE AEFILTT flat-heeled shoe [n -S] 

FLATTOP AFLOPTT aircraft carrier [n -S] 
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FLAUNTS AFLNSTU FLAUNT, to exhibit in gaudy manner [v] 

FLAUNTY AFLNTUY gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FLAUTAS AAFLSTU FLAUTA, tortilla rolled around filling and fried [n] 

FLAVINE AEFILNV flavin (yellow pigment) [n -S] 

FLAVINS AFILNSV FLAVIN, yellow pigment [n] 

FLAVONE AEFLNOV chemical compound [n -S] 

FLAVORS AFLORSV FLAVOR, to give flavor (distinctive taste) to [v] 

FLAVORY AFLORVY full of flavor [adj] 

FLAVOUR AFLORUV to flavor (to give flavor (distinctive taste) to) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLAWIER AEFILRW FLAWY, full of flaws [adj] 

FLAWING AFGILNW FLAW, to produce flaw (imperfection) in [v] 

FLAXIER AEFILRX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 

FLAYERS AEFLRSY FLAYER, one that flays (to strip off skin of) [n] 

FLAYING AFGILNY FLAY, to strip off skin of [v] 

FLEABAG AABEFGL inferior hotel [n -S] 

FLEAPIT AEFILPT run-down movie theater [n -S] 

FLECHES CEEFHLS FLECHE, steeple [n] 

FLECKED CDEEFKL FLECK, to mark with flecks (tiny streaks or spots) [v] 

FLEDGED DDEEFGL FLEDGE, to furnish with feathers [v] 

FLEDGES DEEFGLS FLEDGE, to furnish with feathers [v] 

FLEECED CDEEEFL FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEECER CEEEFLR one that fleeces (to remove coat of wool from) [n -S] 

FLEECES CEEEFLS FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEEING EEFGILN FLEE, to run away [v] 

FLEERED DEEEFLR FLEER, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

FLEETED DEEEFLT FLEET, to move swiftly [v] 

FLEETER EEEFLRT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

FLEETLY EEFLLTY FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adv] 

FLEHMEN EEFHLMN to inhale with mouth open and upper lip curled [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLEMISH EFHILMS to coil rope in certain manner [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLENSED DEEFLNS FLENSE, to strip blubber or skin from [v] 

FLENSER EEFLNRS one that flenses (to strip blubber or skin from) [n -S] 

FLENSES EEFLNSS FLENSE, to strip blubber or skin from [v] 

FLESHED DEEFHLS FLESH, to plunge into flesh (soft body tissue) [v] 

FLESHER EEFHLRS one that removes flesh from animal hides [n -S] 

FLESHES EEFHLSS FLESH, to plunge into flesh (soft body tissue) [v] 

FLESHLY EFHLLSY pertaining to body [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

FLEURON EFLNORU floral ornament [n -S] 

FLEXILE EEFILLX flexible (capable of being bent) [adj] 

FLEXING EFGILNX FLEX, to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [v] 

FLEXION EFILNOX flection (act of bending (to curve)) [n -S] 

FLEXORS EFLORSX FLEXOR, muscle that serves to bend bodily part [n] 

FLEXURE EEFLRUX act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n -S] 

FLEYING EFGILNY FLEY, to frighten (to make afraid) [v] 

FLICKED CDEFIKL FLICK, to strike with quick, light blow [v] 

FLICKER CEFIKLR to move waveringly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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FLIGHTS FGHILST FLIGHT, to fly in flock [v] 

FLIGHTY FGHILTY fickle (not constant or loyal) [adj -TIER, -TIEST] 

FLINDER DEFILNR small fragment [n -S] 

FLINGER EFGILNR one that flings (to throw with force) [n -S] 

FLINTED DEFILNT FLINT, to provide with flint (spark-producing rock) [v] 

FLIPPED DEFILPP FLIP, to throw with brisk motion [v] 

FLIPPER EFILPPR FLIP, flippant (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) [adj] / broad, flat limb adapted for swimming [n -S] 

FLIRTED DEFILRT FLIRT, to behave amorously without serious intent [v] 

FLIRTER EFILRRT one that flirts (to behave amorously without serious intent) [n -S] 

FLITING FGIILNT FLITE, to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute) [v] 

FLITTED DEFILTT FLIT, to move lightly and swiftly [v] 

FLITTER EFILRTT to flutter (to wave rapidly and irregularly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLIVVER EFILRVV old, battered car [n -S] 

FLOATED ADEFLOT FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid [v] 

FLOATEL AEFLLOT houseboat used as hotel [n -S] 

FLOATER AEFLORT one that floats (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

FLOCCED CCDEFLO FLOC, to aggregate into floccules [v] 

FLOCCUS CCFLOSU floccule (tuft-like mass) [n -CCI] 

FLOCKED CDEFKLO FLOCK, to gather or move in crowd [v] 

FLOGGED DEFGGLO FLOG, to beat with whip or rod [v] 

FLOGGER EFGGLOR one that flogs (to beat with whip or rod) [n -S] 

FLOKATI AFIKLOT Greek handwoven rug [n -S] 

FLOODED DDEFLOO FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

FLOODER DEFLOOR one that floods (to inundate (to overwhelm with water)) [n -S] 

FLOORED DEFLOOR FLOOR, to provide with floor (level base of room) [v] 

FLOORER EFLOORR one that floors (to provide with floor (level base of room)) [n -S] 

FLOOSIE EFILOOS floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FLOOZIE EFILOOZ floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FLOPPED DEFLOPP FLOP, to fall heavily and noisily [v] 

FLOPPER EFLOPPR one that flops (to fall heavily and noisily) [n -S] 

FLORALS AFLLORS FLORAL, design having flowers [n] 

FLOREAT AEFLORT may he/she/it flourish [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLORETS EFLORST FLORET, small flower [n] 

FLORINS FILNORS FLORIN, former gold coin of Europe [n] 

FLORIST FILORST grower or seller of flowers [n -S] 

FLORUIT FILORTU to describe time period when someone is known to have lived [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLOSSED DEFLOSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FLOSSER EFLORSS one that flosses (to clean between teeth with thread) [n -S] 

FLOSSES EFLOSSS FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FLOSSIE EFILOSS floozy (prostitute) [n -S] 

FLOTAGE AEFGLOT act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid) [n -S] 

FLOTELS EFLLOST FLOTEL, floatel (houseboat used as hotel) [n] 

FLOTSAM AFLMOST floating wreckage of ship or its cargo [n -S] 

FLOUNCE CEFLNOU to move with exaggerated motions [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FLOUNCY CFLNOUY flouncing [adj -CIER, -CIEST] 

FLOURED DEFLORU FLOUR, to cover with flour (finely ground meal of grain) [v] 
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FLOUTED DEFLOTU FLOUT, to treat with contempt [v] 

FLOUTER EFLORTU one that flouts (to treat with contempt) [n -S] 

FLOWAGE AEFGLOW act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n -S] 

FLOWERS EFLORSW FLOWER, to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants) [v] 

FLOWERY EFLORWY abounding in flowers [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FLOWING FGILNOW FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along [v] 

FLUBBED BBDEFLU FLUB, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

FLUBBER BBEFLRU one that flubs (to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily)) [n -S] 

FLUBDUB BBDFLUU pretentious nonsense [n -S] 

FLUENCY CEFLNUY quality of being fluent (spoken or written with effortless ease) [n -CIES] 

FLUERIC CEFILRU FLUERICS, fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [adj] 

FLUFFED DEFFFLU FLUFF, to make fluffy [v] 

FLUFFER EFFFLRU one that fluffs (to make fluffy) [n -S] 

FLUIDAL ADFILLU FLUID, substance that tends to flow [adj] 

FLUIDIC CDFIILU FLUIDICS, branch of mechanical engineering [adj] 

FLUIDLY DFILLUY with fluidity [adv] 

FLUKIER EFIKLRU FLUKEY, fluky (happening by or depending on chance) [adj] / FLUKY [adj] 

FLUKILY FIKLLUY FLUKY, happening by or depending on chance [adv] 

FLUKING FGIKLNU FLUKE, to obtain by chance [v] 

FLUMING FGILMNU FLUME, to convey by means of artificial water channel [v] 

FLUMMOX FLMMOUX to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLUMPED DEFLMPU FLUMP, to fall heavily [v] 

FLUNKED DEFKLNU FLUNK, to fail examination or course [v] 

FLUNKER EFKLNRU one that flunks (to fail examination or course) [n -S] 

FLUNKEY EFKLNUY flunky (servile follower) [n -S] 

FLUNKIE EFIKLNU flunky (servile follower) [n -S] 

FLUORIC CFILORU FLUOR, fluorite (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [adj] 

FLUORID DFILORU fluoride (compound of fluorine) [n -S] 

FLUORIN FILNORU fluorine (gaseous element) [n -S] 

FLUSHED DEFHLSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FLUSHER EFHLRSU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] / one that flushes (to blush (to become red)) [n -S] 

FLUSHES EFHLSSU FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FLUSTER EFLRSTU to put into state of nervous confusion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLUTERS EFLRSTU FLUTER, flutist (one who plays flute) [n] 

FLUTIER EFILRTU FLUTEY, fluty (resembling flute in sound) [adj] / FLUTY [adj] 

FLUTING FGILNTU series of parallel grooves [n -S] / FLUTE, to play on flute (woodwind instrument) [v] 

FLUTIST FILSTTU one who plays flute [n -S] 

FLUTTER EFLRTTU to wave rapidly and irregularly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLUVIAL AFILLUV pertaining to river (large, natural stream of water) [adj] 

FLUXING FGILNUX FLUX, to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat) [v] 

FLUXION FILNOUX act of flowing (to move steadily and smoothly along) [n -S] 

FLYABLE ABEFLLY suitable for flying [adj] 

FLYAWAY AAFLWYY one that is elusive [n -S] 

FLYBELT BEFLLTY area infested with tsetse flies [n -S] 

FLYBLOW BFLLOWY to taint (to touch or affect slightly with something bad) [v -LEW, -N, -ING, -S] 

FLYBOAT ABFLOTY small, fast boat [n -S] 
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FLYBOYS BFLOSYY FLYBOY, pilot in air force [n] 

FLYINGS FGILNSY FLYING, operation of aircraft [n] 

FLYLEAF AEFFLLY blank leaf at beginning or end of book [n -AVES] 

FLYLESS EFLLSSY free of flies (winged insects) [adj] 

FLYLINE EFILLNY type of line used in fly fishing [n -S] 

FLYOFFS FFFLOSY FLYOFF, competitive testing of model aircraft [n] 

FLYOVER EFLORVY flight of aircraft over specific location [n -S] 

FLYPAST AFLPSTY flyby (flight of aircraft close to specified place) [n -S] 

FLYTIER EFILRTY maker of fishing flies [n -S] 

FLYTING FGILNTY dispute in verse form [n -S] / FLYTE, to flite (to quarrel (to engage in angry dispute)) [v] 

FLYTRAP AFLPRTY trap for catching flies [n -S] 

FLYWAYS AFLSWYY FLYWAY, established air route of migratory birds [n] 

 

7s contain -FL- 

AFFLICT ACFFILT to distress with mental or physical pain [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

AIRFLOW AFILORW flow of air [n -S] 

ALOOFLY AFLLOOY ALOOF, distant in interest or feeling [adv] 

ANTIFLU AFILNTU combating flu (virus disease) [adj] 

BAFFLED ABDEFFL BAFFLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BAFFLER ABEFFLR one that baffles (to confuse (to mix up mentally)) [n -S] 

BAFFLES ABEFFLS BAFFLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BEFLAGS ABEFGLS BEFLAG, to deck with flags [v] 

BEFLEAS ABEEFLS BEFLEA, to infest with fleas [v] 

BEFLECK BCEEFKL to fleck (to mark with flecks (tiny streaks or spots)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLOWFLY BFLLOWY  type of fly [n -LIES] 

BLUFFLY BFFLLUY BLUFF, having broad front [adv] 

BRIEFLY BEFILRY in brief (short (having little length)) manner [adv] 

CHIEFLY CEFHILY above all [adv] 

COFFLED CDEFFLO COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

COFFLES CEFFLOS COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

CONFLUX CFLNOUX flowing together of streams [n -ES] 

COWFLAP ACFLOPW cowflop (cowpat (dropping of cow dung)) [n -S] 

COWFLOP CFLOOPW cowpat (dropping of cow dung) [n -S] 

DEERFLY DEEFLRY bloodsucking fly [n -LIES] 

DEFLATE ADEEFLT to release air or gas from [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DEFLEAS ADEEFLS DEFLEA, to rid of fleas [v] 

DEFLECT CDEEFLT to turn aside [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DUFFLES DEFFLSU DUFFLE, duffel (coarse woolen fabric) [n] 

EARFLAP AAEFLPR part of cap designed to cover ears [n -S] 

ELFLIKE EEFIKLL ELF, small, often mischievous fairy [adj] 

ELFLOCK CEFKLLO lock of tangled hair [n -S] 

ENFLAME AEEFLMN to inflame (to set on fire) [v -D, -MING, -S] 

FIREFLY EFFILRY luminous insect [n -LIES] 

GALLFLY AFGLLLY small insect [n -LIES] 

GLOWFLY FGLLOWY firefly (luminous insect) [n -LIES] 

GRUFFLY FFGLRUY in gruff (low and harsh in speech) manner [adv] 
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INFLAME AEFILMN to set on fire [v -D, -MING, -S] 

INFLATE AEFILNT to cause to expand by filling with gas or air [v -D, -TING, -S] 

INFLECT CEFILNT to bend (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFLICT CFIILNT to cause to be endured; impose [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

INFLOWS FILNOSW INFLOW, act of flowing in [n] 

LEAFLET AEEFLLT to distribute printed sheets of paper [v -ED, -TTED, -ING, -TTING, -S] 

MOUFLON FLMNOOU wild sheep [n -S] 

MUDFLAP ADFLMPU flap hung behind rear wheel of vehicle to prevent splashing [n -S] 

MUDFLAT ADFLMTU level tract alternately covered and left bare by tide [n -S] 

MUDFLOW DFLMOUW moving mass of mud [n -S] 

MUFFLED DEFFLMU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v] 

MUFFLER EFFLMRU device for deadening sound [n -S] 

MUFFLES EFFLMSU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v] 

OFFLINE EFFILNO not connected to computer network [adj] 

OFFLOAD ADFFLOO to unload (to remove load or cargo from) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLEW EFLOTUW OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUTFLOW FLOOTUW to flow out [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERFLY EFLORVY to fly over [v -LEW, -N, -LIES, -ING] 

PIFFLED DEFFILP PIFFLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PIFFLER EFFILPR one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n -S] 

PIFFLES EFFILPS PIFFLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PURFLED DEFLPRU PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

PURFLER EFLPRRU one that purfles (to decorate border of) [n -S] 

PURFLES EFLPRSU PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

RAFFLED ADEFFLR RAFFLE, to dispose of by form of lottery [v] 

RAFFLER AEFFLRR one that raffles (to dispose of by form of lottery) [n -S] 

RAFFLES AEFFLRS RAFFLE, to dispose of by form of lottery [v] 

REFLAGS AEFGLRS REFLAG, to give new registered nationality to (ship) [v] 

REFLATE AEEFLRT to inflate again [v -D, -TING, -S] 

REFLECT CEEFLRT to turn or throw back from surface [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLETS EEFLRST REFLET, special brilliance of surface [n] 

REFLIES EEFILRS REFLY, to fly again [v] 

REFLOAT AEFLORT to float again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLOOD DEFLOOR to flood again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLOWN EFLNORW REFLY, to fly again [v] 

REFLOWS EFLORSW REFLOW, to flow again [v] 

RIFFLED DEFFILR RIFFLE, to flip through hastily [v] 

RIFFLER EFFILRR filing and scraping tool [n -S] 

RIFFLES EFFILRS RIFFLE, to flip through hastily [v] 

RIFLERS EFILRRS RIFLER, one that rifles (to search through and rob) [n] 

RIFLERY EFILRRY practice of shooting at targets with rifle [n -RIES] 

RIFLING FGIILNR system of grooves in gun barrel [n -S] / RIFLE, to search through and rob [v] 

RIFLIPS FIILPRS RIFLIP, fragment of DNA [n] 

RUFFLED DEFFLRU RUFFLE, to destroy smoothness of [v] 

RUFFLER EFFLRRU one that ruffles (to destroy smoothness of) [n -S] 

RUFFLES EFFLRSU RUFFLE, to destroy smoothness of [v] 
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SANDFLY ADFLNSY biting fly [n -LIES] 

SCUFFLE CEFFLSU to struggle in rough, confused manner [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SHADFLY ADFHLSY winged insect [n -LIES] 

SHOOFLY FHLOOSY child's rocker [n -LIES] 

SHUFFLE EFFHLSU to walk without lifting feet [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SKIFFLE EFFIKLS to play particular style of music [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNAFFLE AEFFLNS to obtain by devious means [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNARFLE AEFLNRS to snarf (to eat or drink greedily) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNIFFLE EFFILNS to sniff repeatedly [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNIFFLY FFILNSY that sniffles [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SNUFFLE EFFLNSU to sniffle (to sniff repeatedly) [v -D, -LING, -S] 

SNUFFLY FFLNSUY tending to snuffle [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

SOUFFLE EFFLOSU light, baked dish [n -S] 

STIFFLY FFILSTY in stiff (difficult to bend or stretch) manner [adv] 

STIFLED DEFILST STIFLE, to smother (to prevent from breathing) [v] 

STIFLER EFILRST one that stifles (to smother (to prevent from breathing)) [n -S] 

STIFLES EFILSST STIFLE, to smother (to prevent from breathing) [v] 

TEFLONS EFLNOST TEFLON, trademark [n] 

TRIFLED DEFILRT TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

TRIFLER EFILRRT one that trifles (to waste time) [n -S] 

TRIFLES EFILRST TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

TRUFFLE EFFLRTU edible fungus [n -S] 

UPFLING FGILNPU to fling up [v -ING, -S, -LUNG] 

UPFLOWS FLOPSUW UPFLOW, to flow up [v] 

UPFLUNG FGLNPUU UPFLING, to fling up [v] 

WAFFLED ADEFFLW WAFFLE, to talk vaguely or indecisively [v] 

WAFFLER AEFFLRW one that waffles (to talk vaguely or indecisively) [n -S] 

WAFFLES AEFFLSW WAFFLE, to talk vaguely or indecisively [v] 

WHIFFLE EFFHILW to move or think erratically [v -D, -LING, -S] 

YAFFLES AEFFLSY YAFFLE, European green woodpecker [n] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s start FL- 

FLABBIER ABBEFILR FLABBY, flaccid (lacking firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure))) [adj] 

FLABBILY ABBFILLY FLABBY, flaccid (lacking firmness (state of being firm (unyielding to pressure))) [adv] 

FLABELLA AABEFLLL fan-shaped anatomical structures [n FLABELLA] 

FLACKERY ACEFKLRY publicity [n -RIES] 

FLACKING ACFGIKLN FLACK, to work as press agent [v] 

FLAGELLA AAEFGLLL long, slender plant shoots [n FLAGELLA] 

FLAGGIER AEFGGILR FLAGGY, drooping [adj] 

FLAGGING AFGGGILN type of pavement (paved surface) [n -S] / FLAG, to mark with flag (piece of cloth used as symbol) [v] 

FLAGLESS AEFGLLSS having no flag [adj] 

FLAGPOLE AEFGLLOP pole on which flag is displayed [n -S] 

FLAGRANT AAFGLNRT extremely conspicuous [adj] 

FLAGSHIP AFGHILPS ship bearing flag of fleet [n -S] 
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FLAILING AFGIILLN FLAIL, to swing freely [v] 

FLAKIEST AEFIKLST FLAKEY, flaky (resembling flakes) [adj] / FLAKY, resembling flakes [adj] 

FLAMBEAU AABEFLMU flaming torch [n -S, -X] 

FLAMBEED ABDEEFLM FLAMBE, to douse with liqueur and ignite [v] 

FLAMENCO ACEFLMNO strongly rhythmic style of dancing [n -S] 

FLAMEOUT AEFLMOTU failure of jet engine in flight [n -S] 

FLAMIEST AEFILMST FLAMY, flaming [adj] 

FLAMINES AEFILMNS FLAMEN, priest of ancient Rome [n] 

FLAMINGO AFGILMNO wading bird [n -ES, -S] 

FLAMMING AFGILMMN FLAM, to deceive (to mislead by falsehood) [v] 

FLANCARD AACDFLNR piece of armor for side of horse [n -S] 

FLANERIE AEEFILNR idleness (state of being idle (inactive (not active))) [n -RIES] 

FLANGING AFGGILNN providing of protecting rim on object [n -S] / FLANGE, to provide with protecting rim [v] 

FLANKING AFGIKLNN FLANK, to be located at side of [v] 

FLAPERON AEFLNOPR airfoil that functions as flap and aileron [n -S] 

FLAPJACK AACFJKLP pancake [n -S] 

FLAPLESS AEFLLPSS having no flap (flat appendage) [adj] 

FLAPPIER AEFILPPR FLAPPY, flapping [adj] 

FLAPPING AFGILNPP FLAP, to wave up and down [v] 

FLASHGUN AFGHLNSU photographic apparatus [n -S] 

FLASHIER AEFHILRS FLASHY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adj] 

FLASHILY AFHILLSY FLASHY, gaudy (tastelessly showy) [adv] 

FLASHING AFGHILNS sheet metal used in waterproofing roof [n -S] / FLASH, to send forth sudden burst of light [v] 

FLATBOAT AABFLOTT flat-bottomed boat [n -S] 

FLATBROD ABDFLORT rye wafer [n -S] 

FLATFISH AFFHILST any of order of marine fishes [n -ES] 

FLATFOOT AFFLOOTT foot condition [n -FEET] / to walk with dragging gait [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLATHEAD AADEFHLT marine food fish [n -S] 

FLATIRON AFILNORT device for pressing clothes [n -S] 

FLATLAND AADFLLNT land lacking significant variation in elevation [n -S] 

FLATLINE AEFILLNT to register as having no brain waves or heartbeat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLATLING AFGILLNT with flat side or edge [adv] 

FLATLONG AFGLLNOT flatling (with flat side or edge) [adv] 

FLATMATE AAEFLMTT one with whom apartment is shared [n -S] 

FLATNESS AEFLNSST state of being flat (having smooth or even surface) [n -ES] 

FLATPACK AACFKLPT package for integrated circuit [n -S] 

FLATTERY AEFLRTTY act of flattering (to praise excessively) [n -RIES] 

FLATTEST AEFLSTTT FLAT, having smooth or even surface [adj] 

FLATTING AFGILNTT FLAT, to flatten (to make or become flat) [v] 

FLATTISH AFHILSTT somewhat flat [adj] 

FLATUSES AEFLSSTU FLATUS, intestinal gas [n] 

FLATWARE AAEFLRTW tableware that is fairly flat [n -S] 

FLATWASH AAFHLSTW flatwork (laundry that can be ironed mechanically) [n -ES] 

FLATWAYS AAFLSTWY flatwise (with flat side in particular position) [adv] 

FLATWISE AEFILSTW with flat side in particular position [adv] 

FLATWORK AFKLORTW laundry that can be ironed mechanically [n -S] 
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FLATWORM AFLMORTW flat-bodied worm [n -S] 

FLAUNTED ADEFLNTU FLAUNT, to exhibit in gaudy manner [v] 

FLAUNTER AEFLNRTU one that flaunts (to exhibit in gaudy manner) [n -S] 

FLAUTIST AFILSTTU flutist (one who plays flute) [n -S] 

FLAVANOL AAFLLNOV flavonol (derivative of flavone) [n -S] 

FLAVONOL AFLLNOOV derivative of flavone [n -S] 

FLAVORED ADEFLORV FLAVOR, to give flavor (distinctive taste) to [v] 

FLAVORER AEFLORRV one that flavors (to give flavor (distinctive taste) to) [n -S] 

FLAVOURY AFLORUVY flavory (full of flavor) [adj] 

FLAWIEST AEFILSTW FLAWY, full of flaws [adj] 

FLAWLESS AEFLLSSW having no flaw [adj] 

FLAXIEST AEFILSTX FLAXY, flaxen (of pale yellow color) [adj] 

FLAXSEED ADEEFLSX seed of flax [n -S] 

FLEABANE AABEEFLN flowering plant [n -S] 

FLEABITE ABEEFILT bite of flea [n -S] 

FLEAWORT AEFLORTW European herb [n -S] 

FLECKING CEFGIKLN FLECK, to mark with flecks (tiny streaks or spots) [v] 

FLECTION CEFILNOT act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [n -S] 

FLEDGIER DEEFGILR FLEDGY, covered with feathers [adj] 

FLEDGING DEFGGILN FLEDGE, to furnish with feathers [v] 

FLEECHED CDEEEFHL FLEECH, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

FLEECHES CEEEFHLS FLEECH, to coax (to cajole (to persuade by flattery)) [v] 

FLEECIER CEEEFILR FLEECY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

FLEECILY CEEFILLY FLEECY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adv] 

FLEECING CEEFGILN FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLEERING EEFGILNR FLEER, to deride (to ridicule (to make fun of)) [v] 

FLEETEST EEEFLSTT FLEET, swift (moving with great rate of motion) [adj] 

FLEETING EEFGILNT FLEET, to move swiftly [v] 

FLEISHIG EFGHIILS made of meat or meat products [adj] 

FLENCHED CDEEFHLN FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v] 

FLENCHES CEEFHLNS FLENCH, to flense (to strip blubber or skin from) [v] 

FLENSING EFGILNNS FLENSE, to strip blubber or skin from [v] 

FLESHIER EEFHILRS FLESHY, having much flesh [adj] 

FLESHILY EFHILLSY FLESHY, having much flesh [adv] 

FLESHING EFGHILNS distribution of lean and fat on animal [n -S] / FLESH, to plunge into flesh (soft body tissue) [v] 

FLESHPOT EFHLOPST pot for cooking meat [n -S] 

FLETCHED CDEEFHLT FLETCH, to fledge (to furnish with feathers) [v] 

FLETCHER CEEFHLRT one that makes arrows [n -S] 

FLETCHES CEEFHLST FLETCH, to fledge (to furnish with feathers) [v] 

FLEXAGON AEFGLNOX folded paper construction [n -S] 

FLEXIBLE BEEFILLX capable of being bent [adj]  

FLEXIBLY BEFILLXY FLEXIBLE, capable of being bent [adv] 

FLEXTIME EEFILMTX system that allows flexible working hours [n -S] 

FLEXUOSE EEFLOSUX flexuous (winding) [adj] 

FLEXUOUS EFLOSUUX winding [adj] 

FLEXURAL AEFLLRUX FLEXURE, act of bending (to curve (to deviate from straightness)) [adj] 
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FLEXWING EFGILNWX collapsible fabric wing used in hang gliders [n -S] 

FLICHTER CEFHILRT to flicker (to move waveringly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLICKERY CEFIKLRY flickering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FLICKING CFGIIKLN FLICK, to strike with quick, light blow [v] 

FLIGHTED DEFGHILT FLIGHT, to fly in flock [v] 

FLIMFLAM AFFILLMM to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

FLIMSIER EFIILMRS FLIMSY, lacking solidity or strength [adj] 

FLIMSIES EFIILMSS FLIMSY, thin paper [n] 

FLIMSILY FIILLMSY FLIMSY, lacking solidity or strength [adv] 

FLINCHED CDEFHILN FLINCH, to shrink back involuntarily [v] 

FLINCHER CEFHILNR one that flinches (to shrink back involuntarily) [n -S] 

FLINCHES CEFHILNS FLINCH, to shrink back involuntarily [v] 

FLINGING FGGIILNN FLING, to throw with force [v] 

FLINKITE EFIIKLNT mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FLINTIER EFIILNRT FLINTY, resembling flint [adj] 

FLINTILY FIILLNTY FLINTY, resembling flint [adv] 

FLINTING FGIILNNT FLINT, to provide with flint (spark-producing rock) [v] 

FLIPBOOK BFIKLOOP book of series of images that when flipped give illusion of movement [n -S] 

FLIPFLOP FFILLOPP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

FLIPPANT AFILNPPT impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

FLIPPEST EFILPPST FLIP, flippant (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) [adj] 

FLIPPIER EFIILPPR FLIPPY, flaring at bottom [adj] 

FLIPPING FGIILNPP FLIP, to throw with brisk motion [v] 

FLIRTIER EFIILRRT FLIRTY, given to flirting [adj] 

FLIRTING FGIILNRT FLIRT, to behave amorously without serious intent [v] 

FLITCHED CDEFHILT FLITCH, to cut into strips [v] 

FLITCHES CEFHILST FLITCH, to cut into strips [v] 

FLITTING FGIILNTT FLIT, to move lightly and swiftly [v] 

FLIXWEED DEEFILWX plant of mustard family [n -S] 

FLOATAGE AAEFGLOT flotage (act of floating (to rest or remain on surface of liquid)) [n -S] 

FLOATIER AEFILORT FLOATY, tending to float [adj] 

FLOATING AFGILNOT FLOAT, to rest or remain on surface of liquid [v] 

FLOCCING CCFGILNO FLOC, to aggregate into floccules [v] 

FLOCCOSE CCEFLOOS having woolly tufts [adj] 

FLOCCULE CCEFLLOU tuft-like mass [n -S] 

FLOCCULI CCFILLOU small, loosely aggregated masses [n FLOCCULI] 

FLOCKIER CEFIKLOR FLOCKY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

FLOCKING CFGIKLNO velvety design in short fibers on cloth or paper [n -S] / FLOCK, to gather or move in crowd [v] 

FLOGGING FGGGILNO whipping (material used to whip) [n -S] / FLOG, to beat with whip or rod [v] 

FLOODING DFGILNOO filling with fluid to excess [n -S] / FLOOD, to inundate (to overwhelm with water) [v] 

FLOODLIT DFILLOOT illuminated by floodlights [adj] 

FLOODWAY ADFLOOWY overflow channel [n -S] 

FLOORAGE AEFGLOOR floor space [n -S] 

FLOORING FGILNOOR floor [n -S] / FLOOR, to provide with floor (level base of room) [v] 

FLOORPAN AFLNOOPR bottom part of interior of motor vehicle [n -S] 

FLOPOVER EFLOOPRV defect in television reception [n -S] 
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FLOPPIER EFILOPPR FLOPPY, soft and flexible [adj] 

FLOPPIES EFILOPPS FLOPPY, type of computer disk [n] 

FLOPPILY FILLOPPY FLOPPY, soft and flexible [adv] 

FLOPPING FGILNOPP FLOP, to fall heavily and noisily [v] 

FLORALLY AFLLLORY in manner like that of flower [adv] 

FLORENCE CEEFLNOR florin (former gold coin of Europe) [n -S] 

FLORIDLY DFILLORY FLORID, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adv] 

FLORIGEN EFGILNOR plant hormone [n -S] 

FLOSSIER EFILORSS FLOSSY, resembling floss (soft, light fiber) [adj] 

FLOSSILY FILLOSSY FLOSSY, resembling floss (soft, light fiber) [adv] 

FLOSSING FGILNOSS act of one that flosses [n -S] / FLOSS, to clean between teeth with thread [v] 

FLOTILLA AFILLLOT fleet of ships [n -S] 

FLOUNDER DEFLNORU to struggle clumsily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLOURIER EFILORRU FLOURY, resembling flour [adj] 

FLOURING FGILNORU FLOUR, to cover with flour (finely ground meal of grain) [v] 

FLOURISH FHILORSU to thrive (to grow vigorously) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLOUTING FGILNOTU FLOUT, to treat with contempt [v] 

FLOWABLE ABEFLLOW FLOW, to move steadily and smoothly along [adj] 

FLOWERED DEEFLORW FLOWER, to put forth flowers (reproductive structures of seed-bearing plants) [v] 

FLOWERER EEFLORRW plant that flowers at certain time [n -S] 

FLOWERET EEFLORTW floret (small flower) [n -S] 

FLUBBING BBFGILNU FLUB, to bungle (to work, make, or do clumsily) [v] 

FLUENTLY EFLLNTUY FLUENT, spoken or written with effortless ease [adv] 

FLUERICS CEFILRSU fluidics (branch of mechanical engineering) [n FLUERICS] 

FLUFFIER EFFFILRU FLUFFY, light and soft [adj] 

FLUFFILY FFFILLUY FLUFFY, light and soft [adv] 

FLUFFING FFFGILNU FLUFF, to make fluffy [v] 

FLUIDICS CDFIILSU branch of mechanical engineering [n FLUIDICS] 

FLUIDISE DEFIILSU to fluidize (to cause to flow like fluid) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

FLUIDITY DFIILTUY quality of being able to flow [n -TIES] 

FLUIDIZE DEFIILUZ to cause to flow like fluid [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

FLUIDRAM ADFILMRU unit of liquid capacity [n -S] 

FLUKIEST EFIKLSTU FLUKEY, fluky (happening by or depending on chance) [adj] / FLUKY [adj] 

FLUMMERY EFLMMRUY sweet dessert [n -RIES] 

FLUMPING FGILMNPU FLUMP, to fall heavily [v] 

FLUNKING FGIKLNNU FLUNK, to fail examination or course [v] 

FLUORENE EEFLNORU chemical compound [n -S] 

FLUORIDE DEFILORU compound of fluorine [n -S] 

FLUORINE EFILNORU gaseous element [n -S] 

FLUORITE EFILORTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

FLURRIED DEFILRRU FLURRY, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

FLURRIES EFILRRSU FLURRY, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

FLUSHEST EFHLSSTU FLUSH, ruddy (having healthy, reddish color) [adj] 

FLUSHING FGHILNSU act of blushing (to become red) [n -S] / FLUSH, to blush (to become red) [v] 

FLUTEYER EEFLRTUY FLUTEY, fluty (resembling flute in sound) [adj] 

FLUTIEST EFILSTTU FLUTEY, fluty (resembling flute in sound) [adj] / FLUTY [adj] 
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FLUTTERY EFLRTTUY marked by fluttering [adj -RIER, -RIEST] 

FLUXGATE AEFGLTUX device to measure magnetic field [n -S] 

FLYPAPER AEFLPPRY paper designed to catch or kill flies [n -S] 

FLYSCHES CEFHLSSY FLYSCH, sandstone deposit [n] 

FLYSHEET EEFHLSTY circular (leaflet intended for wide distribution) [n -S] 

FLYSPECK CEFKLPSY to mark with minute spots [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FLYWHEEL EEFHLLWY heavy disk used in machinery [n -S] 

 

8s contain -FL- 

AFFLATUS AAFFLSTU creative inspiration [n -ES] 

AFFLUENT AEFFLNTU stream that flows into another [n -S] 

AFFLUXES AEFFLSUX AFFLUX, flowing toward point [n] 

AFLUTTER AEFLRTTU nervously excited [adj] 

ALDERFLY ADEFLLRY winged insect [n -LIES] 

BACKFLIP ABCFIKLP to perform backward somersault [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

BACKFLOW ABCFKLOW flowing back toward source [n -S] 

BAFFLING ABFFGILN BAFFLE, to confuse (to mix up mentally) [v] 

BARFLIES ABEFILRS BARFLY, drinker who frequents bars [n] 

BEEFLESS BEEEFLSS being without beef [adj] 

BEFLEAED ABDEEEFL BEFLEA, to infest with fleas [v] 

BEFLOWER BEEFLORW to cover with flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLACKFLY ABCFKLLY biting fly [n -LIES] 

BOTFLIES BEFILOST BOTFLY, type of fly [n] 

CALFLIKE ACEFIKLL CALF, young cow or bull [adj] 

CATCHFLY ACCFHLTY insect-catching plant [n -LIES] 

COFFLING CFFGILNO COFFLE, to chain slaves together [v] 

CONFLATE ACEFLNOT to blend (to mix smoothly and inseparably together) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CONFLICT CCFILNOT to come into opposition [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CUFFLESS CEFFLSSU having no cuff [adj] 

CUFFLINK CFFIKLNU fastening for shirt cuff [n -S] 

DAYFLIES ADEFILSY DAYFLY, mayfly (winged insect) [n] 

DEFLATER ADEEFLRT one that deflates (to release air or gas from) [n -S] 

DEFLATOR ADEFLORT one that deflates (to release air or gas from) [n -S] 

DEFLEAED ADDEEEFL DEFLEA, to rid of fleas [v] 

DEFLEXED DDEEEFLX bent downward [adj] 

DEFLOWER DEEFLORW to deprive of flowers [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

EFFLUENT EEFFLNTU outflow [n -S] 

EFFLUVIA AEFFILUV byproducts in form of waste [n EFFLUVIA] 

EFFLUXES EEFFLSUX EFFLUX, outflow [n] 

FLIMFLAM AFFILLMM to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means) [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 

GADFLIES ADEFGILS GADFLY, biting fly [n] 

GIGAFLOP AFGGILOP measure of computing speed [n -S] 

GREENFLY EEFGLNRY green aphid [n -S] 

GULFLIKE EFGIKLLU resembling deep chasm [adj] 

GUNFLINT FGILNNTU flint in flintlock [n -S] 

HALFLIFE AEFFHILL measure of radioactive decay [n -IVES] 
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HOOFLESS EFHLOOSS lacking hooves (hard covering on feet of certain animals) [adj] 

HOOFLIKE EFHIKLOO resembling hoof (hard covering on feet of certain animals) [adj] 

HORSEFLY EFHLORSY large fly [n -LIES] 

HOUSEFLY EFHLOSUY common fly [n -LIES] 

HOVERFLY EFHLORVY fly noted for hovering [n -LIES] 

INFLAMER AEFILMNR one that inflames (to set on fire) [n -S] 

INFLATER AEFILNRT one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [n -S] 

INFLATOR AFILNORT inflater (one that inflates (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air)) [n -S] 

INFLEXED DEEFILNX bent inward [adj] 

INFLIGHT FGHIILNT done during air voyage [adj] 

INFLUENT EFILNNTU tributary [n -S] 

INFLUXES EFILNSUX INFLUX, flowing in [n] 

KAFUFFLE AEFFFKLU disturbance or commotion [n -S] 

LEAFLESS AEEFLLSS having no leaves [adj] 

LEAFLIKE AEEFIKLL resembling leaf (usually green, flattened organ of vascular plants) [adj] 

MAYFLIES AEFILMSY MAYFLY, winged insect [n] 

MEDFLIES DEEFILMS MEDFLY, Mediterranean fruit fly [n] 

MEGAFLOP AEFGLMOP measure of computing speed [n -S] 

MOUFFLON FFLMNOOU mouflon (wild sheep) [n -S] 

MUFFLING FFGILMNU MUFFLE, to wrap with something to deaden sound [v] 

NONFLUID DFILNNOU substance that is not fluid [n -S] 

OUTFLANK AFKLNOTU to gain tactical advantage over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLIES EFILOSTU OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OUTFLOAT AFLOOTTU to float longer than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTFLOWN FLNOOTUW OUTFLY, to surpass in speed of flight [v] 

OVERFLOW EFLOORVW to flow over top of [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

PANTOFLE AEFLNOPT slipper (light, low shoe) [n -S] 

PARFLESH AEFHLPRS rawhide soaked in lye to remove hair and dried [n -ES] 

PIFFLING FFGIILNP PIFFLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PREFLAME AEEFLMPR preceding flame [adj] 

PURFLING FGILNPRU ornamental border [n -S] / PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

RAFFLING AFFGILNR RAFFLE, to dispose of by form of lottery [v] 

REFLEXED DEEEFLRX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLEXES EEEFLRSX REFLEX, to bend back [v] 

REFLEXLY EEFLLRXY in reflexed manner [adv] 

REFLOWED DEEFLORW REFLOW, to flow again [v] 

REFLOWER EEFLORRW to flower again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFLUENT EEFLNRTU flowing back [adj] 

REFLUXED DEEFLRUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFLUXES EEFLRSUX REFLUX, to cause to flow back [v] 

REFLYING EFGILNRY REFLY, to fly again [v] 

RIFFLING FFGIILNR RIFFLE, to flip through hastily [v] 

RIFLEMAN AEFILMNR soldier armed with rifle (type of firearm) [n -MEN] 

ROOFLESS EFLOORSS having no roof [adj] 

ROOFLIKE EFIKLOOR resembling roof [adj] 

ROOFLINE EFILNOOR profile of roof [n -S] 
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RUFFLIER EFFILRRU RUFFLY, not smooth (having surface that is free from irregularities) [adj] 

RUFFLIKE EFFIKLRU resembling ruff (pleated collar) [adj] 

RUFFLING FFGILNRU RUFFLE, to destroy smoothness of [v] 

SAWFLIES AEFILSSW SAWFLY, winged insect [n] 

SCOFFLAW ACFFLOSW habitual law violator [n -S] 

SCUFFLER CEFFLRSU one that scuffles (to struggle in rough, confused manner) [n -S] 

SEAFLOOR AEFLOORS bottom of sea [n -S] 

SELFLESS EEFLLSSS unselfish (not selfish (concerned chiefly or only with oneself)) [adj] 

SERFLIKE EEFIKLRS serfish (characteristic of serf) [adj] 

SHUFFLER EFFHLRSU one that shuffles (to walk without lifting feet) [n -S] 

SIFFLEUR EFFILRSU animal that makes whistling noise [n -S] 

SNIFFLER EFFILNRS one that sniffles (to sniff repeatedly) [n -S] 

SNOWFLEA AEFLNOSW wingless insect appearing on snow in spring [n -S] 

SNUFFLER EFFLNRSU one that snuffles (to sniffle (to sniff repeatedly)) [n -S] 

SOUFFLED DEFFLOSU made puffy by beating and baking [adj] 

STIFLING FGIILNST STIFLE, to smother (to prevent from breathing) [v] 

STONEFLY EFLNOSTY winged insect [n -LIES] 

SUBFLOOR BFLOORSU rough floor laid as base for finished floor [n -S] 

SUBFLUID BDFILSUU somewhat fluid [adj] 

SUFFLATE AEFFLSTU to inflate (to cause to expand by filling with gas or air) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

SUPERFLY EFLPRSUY showily pretentious [adj] 

SURFLIKE EFIKLRSU resembling breaking waves [adj] 

TERAFLOP AEFLOPRT measure of computing speed [n -S] 

TOADFLAX AADFLOTX perennial herb [n -ES] 

TRIFLING FGIILNRT waste of time [n -S] / TRIFLE, to waste time [v] 

TRUFFLED DEFFLRTU TRUFFLE, edible fungus [adj] 

TURFLESS EFLRSSTU having no turf [adj] 

TURFLIKE EFIKLRTU resembling turf (surface layer of earth containing dense growth of grass) [adj] 

UNFLASHY AFHLNSUY not flashy (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj] 

UNFLAWED ADEFLNUW not flawed (to produce flaw (imperfection) in) [adj] 

UNFLEXED DEEFLNUX not flexed (to bend (to curve)) [adj] 

UNFLUTED DEFLNTUU not fluted (to play on flute (woodwind instrument)) [adj] 

UNMUFFLE EFFLMNUU to free from something that muffles [v -D, -LING, -S] 

UNRIFLED DEFILNRU not rifled (to search through and rob) [adj] 

UPFLOWED DEFLOPUW UPFLOW, to flow up [v] 

WAFFLIER AEFFILRW WAFFLY, indecisive [adj] 

WAFFLING AFFGILNW indecisive statement or position [n -S] / WAFFLE, to talk vaguely or indecisively [v] 

WAIFLIKE AEFIIKLW resembling waif (homeless child) [adj] 

WHIFFLER EFFHILRW one that whiffles (to move or think erratically) [n -S] 

WHITEFLY EFHILTWY small whitish insect [n -LIES] 

WINDFLAW ADFILNWW gust of wind [n -S] 

WOLFLIKE EFIKLLOW resembling wolf (carnivorous mammal) [adj] 

WORKFLOW FKLOORWW amount of work to and from office or employee [n -S] 


